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Figure 1: Avatar ambidexterity allows affordance attitude alignment: As the subjective camera orbits in an “inspection gesture” between
mirrored and tethered perspectives around an objective character, which is continuously animated by the connection between real-life motion
capture and mixed reality environment rigging, the avatar automatically switches manipulating hand to preserve intuitive natural association.

Modern smartphones and tablets have magnetometers that can be
used to detect yaw, which data can be distributed to adjust ambient
media. Either static (pointing) or dynamic (twirling) modes can be
used to modulate multimodal displays, including 360◦ imagery and
virtual environments. Azimuthal tracking especially allows control
of horizontal planar displays, including panoramic and turnoramic
imaged-based rendering, spatial sound, and the position of avatars,
virtual cameras, and other objects in virtual environments such as
Alice,1 as well as rhythmic renderings such as musical sequencing.

Embedding such devices into twirling affordances allows
“padiddle”-style interfaces, spinning a flatish object, and “poi”-
style interfaces, whirling a tethered device, for novel interaction
techniques. One can “free spin” padiddle a tablet, or embed such a
device in a larger object such as a pillow. Poi, originally a Māori
performance art featuring whirled weights, also combines elements
of dance and juggling. It has been embraced by modern festival cul-
ture (especially rave-style electronic music events), including ex-
tension to “glowstringing” and “fire twirling,” in which a glowstick
or burning wick is whirled at the end of a tether.

Objects in mixed reality environments can be repositioned accord-
ing to spinning or whirling, and monitored in endocentric “teth-
ered” or “mirrored VR” perspectives (switching handedness be-
tween them). A novel feature of our rigging, as shown in Figure 1,
is that the avatars are ambidextrous: although a human player typ-
ically uses a particular hand (usually the right), as the viewpoint
moves between reflected, frontal “mirror” and projected, dorsal
“tethered” perspectives, the puppet dynamically switches hands,
even while the prop is whirling to allow visual and logical align-
ment between avatar and human actor facing the display. (To con-
summate the perspective-invariant visual alignment, we are work-
ing on an extension of this newly developed feature to also support
elegant phase modulation of the mixed reality prop, and will have
it deployed by the summer.)
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Table 1: Multimodal display and control roomware
audio and MIDI-sequenced polyphonic music

stereo panning
spatial sound and music

visual
QTVR IBR: 360◦ photo-realistic imagery

panoramas (“panos,” inside-looking-out)
turnoramas (“turnos” or “object movies,” outside-looking-in)

VR scenes: realtime CG
Alice (v. 3)

haptic (touch & proprioception)
static pointing
dynamic twirling

spinning (padiddling)
whirling (poi)

Padiddling and poi interfaces reveal the potential for embodied in-
teraction exploiting the happy alignment of gravity-oriented hor-
izontal twirling gestures, the latitudinal geomagnetic field, and
the horizontally favored visual field and auditory directionaliza-
tion acuity. These active “exertoys” represent physical affordances
for whole body interaction, “practically panoramic” interfaces that
can be enjoyed as location-based entertainment systems for cross-
platform, “mobile ambient” applications.
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